The Faculty of Education has unanticipated Limited-Duties (Part-Time) appointments to teach the following courses during the Fall and Winter period (September 1, 2014 – April 30, 2015):

**CONTINUING TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM: (ONLINE)**

**Fall Full Distance Education (September 22-November 28, 2014):**

- EDAQ 5706  Business Studies Part 1 Accounting
- EDAQ 5712  Business Studies Part 1 Entrepreneurship
- EDAQ 5709  Business Studies Part 1 Information and Communication Technology
- EDAQ 5707  Business Studies Part 2 Accounting
- EDAQ 5713  Business Studies Part 2 Entrepreneurship
- EDAQ 5710  Business Studies Part 2 Information and Communication Technology
- EDAQ 5708  Business Studies Specialist Accounting
- EDAQ 5714  Business Studies Specialist Entrepreneurship
- EDAQ 5711  Business Studies Specialist Information and Communication Technology
- EDHONSP 5802  Honour Specialist Business Studies
- EDHONSP 5804  Honour Specialist Computer Studies
- EDABQ 5665  Senior Additional Basic Business Studies-General
- EDABQ 5646  Senior Additional Basic Computer Studies
- EDABQ 5601  Junior Additional Basic
- EDAQ 5742  Junior Education Part 1
- EDAQ 5743  Junior Education Part 2
- EDAQ 5744  Junior Education Specialist
- EDAQ 5851  Kindergarten Part 1
- EDAQ 5852  Kindergarten Part 2
- EDAQ 5745  Mathematics Primary and Junior Part 1
- EDAQ 5746  Mathematics Primary and Junior Part 2
- EDAQ 5747  Mathematics Primary and Junior Specialist
- EDABQ 5600  Primary Additional Basic
- EDAQ 5760  Primary Education Part 1
- EDAQ 5761  Primary Education Part 2
- EDAQ 5762  Primary Education Specialist
- EDAQ 5766  Religion Part 1
- EDAQ 5767  Religion Part 2
- EDAQ 5768  Religion Specialist
- EDABQ 5622  Intermediate Additional Basic Religion
- EDABQ 5663  Senior Additional Basic Religion
- EDHONSP 5818  Honour Specialist Religion
- EDAQ 5703  Teaching Students who are Blind Part 1
- EDAQ 5704  Teaching Students who are Blind Part 2
- EDAQ 5705  Teaching Students who are Blind Specialist
Winter Full Distance Education (January 19, 2015-April 2, 2015):

EDAQ 5706 Business Studies Part 1 Accounting
EDAQ 5712 Business Studies Part 1 Entrepreneurship
EDAQ 5709 Business Studies Part 1 Information and Communication Technology
EDAQ 5707 Business Studies Part 2 Accounting
EDAQ 5713 Business Studies Part 2 Entrepreneurship
EDAQ 5710 Business Studies Part 2 Information and Communication Technology
EDAQ 5708 Business Studies Specialist Accounting
EDAQ 5714 Business Studies Specialist Entrepreneurship
EDAQ 5711 Business Studies Specialist Information and Communication Technology
EDHONSP 5802 Honour Specialist Business Studies
EDHONSP 5804 Honour Specialist Computer Studies
EDABQ 5665 Senior Additional Basic Business Studies-General
EDABQ 5646 Senior Additional Basic Computer Studies

EDAQ 5727 Dramatic Arts Part 1
EDAQ 5728 Dramatic Arts Part 2
EDAQ 5729 Dramatic Arts Specialist
EDABQ 5647 Senior Additional Basic Dramatic Arts
EDHONSP 5806 Honour Specialist Dramatic Arts

EDAQ 5730 English as a Second Language Part 1
EDAQ 5731 English as a Second Language Part 2
EDAQ 5732 English as a Second Language Specialist

EDAQ 5736 French as a Second Language Part 1
EDAQ 5737 French as a Second Language Part 2
EDAQ 5738 French as a Second Language Specialist
EDHONSP 5810 Honour Specialist French as a Second Language
EDABQ 5612 Intermediate Additional Basic French as a Second Language
EDABQ 5652 Senior Additional Basic French as a Second Language

EDABQ 5602 Intermediate Additional Basic Art
EDABQ 5625 Intermediate Additional Basic Business
EDABQ 5606 Intermediate Additional Basic Computer Studies
EDABQ 5607 Intermediate Additional Basic Drama
EDABQ 5609 Intermediate Additional Basic English
EDABQ 5610 Intermediate Additional Basic Environmental Science
EDABQ 5611 Intermediate Additional Basic Family Studies
EDABQ 5613 Intermediate Additional Basic Geography
EDABQ 5620 Intermediate Additional Basic Health & PE
EDABQ 5614 Intermediate Additional Basic History
EDABQ 5617 Intermediate Additional Basic Math
EDABQ 5618 Intermediate Additional Basic Music Vocal
EDABQ 5623 Intermediate Additional Basic Science

EDABQ 5601 Junior Additional Basic
EDAQ 5742 Junior Education Part 1
EDAQ 5743 Junior Education Part 2
EDAQ 5744 Junior Education Specialist

EDAQ 5851 Kindergarten Part 1
EDAQ 5852 Kindergarten Part 2
EDAQ 5853 Kindergarten Specialist

EDAQ 5745 Mathematics Primary and Junior Part 1
EDAQ 5746 Mathematics Primary and Junior Part 2
EDAQ 5747 Mathematics Primary and Junior Specialist
Candidates for these vacancies should hold a minimum of a masters degree or specialist designation in the subject area, (i.e., Religious Education applicants should have a Masters of Divinity and/or a Religious Education Specialist), hold an Ontario College of Teachers’ Certificate of Qualification, provide evidence of relevant teaching experience (minimum of five years), recent curriculum development, professional development delivery for teachers and classroom experience within the last five years. These teaching assignments require the use of up-to-date computer hardware and software.

In accordance with the Faculty Collective Agreement, consideration of applicants will include an assessment of previous performance, experience, and qualifications, including qualifications which go beyond the requirements for the position.

Please note offerings could be assigned to the workload of full-time faculty, to part-time faculty with seniority or preference rights, in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Offerings may also be left unfilled based on operational/enrolment requirements. In the Additional Qualifications program, for the purposes of accumulation of seniority or preference rights, the definition of course is based on subject areas. The complete list of subject areas is available in the Dean’s Office.

The calendar description of courses offered in the Teacher Education Programs (Continuing Teacher Education Programs) is available at http://www.edu.uwo.ca/conted/.

More information on the Faculty is available at http://www.edu.uwo.ca.

Candidates must be willing to undertake training as required by the Employer including, but not limited to, training in respect of health and safety, harassment and discrimination, and legislated service standards.

Candidates must apply using the electronic application form available at http://www.edu.uwo.ca/admin/applications/webapplicant.asp or the form at http://www.uwo.ca/facultyrelations/pdf/forms/limited-duties-app.pdf or from the Office of the Dean, Faculty of Education, Room 1003. In addition to the application form, candidates should submit a curriculum vitae and evidence of successful teaching, together with the names and contact information of qualified individuals who could be contacted about their teaching experience and ability, to:
The closing date for applications is July 8, 2014.

All positions are subject to budgetary approval. Applicants should have fluent written and oral communication skills in English. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and Permanent Residents will be given priority. The University of Western Ontario is committed to employment equity, and welcomes applications from all qualified women and men, including visible minorities, Aboriginal people, and persons with disabilities.

Note: Recent Western graduates who are foreign nationals may be eligible to work on campus. Please refer to the Citizenship and Immigration Canada website under Post-Graduation Employment at http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/study/index.asp.